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Experience has taught us that planning has to be related to the situation in the field in order 
to better respond to local aspirations and for better utilization of local resources. A lot of 
planning has, of necessary, to be for larger areas, encompassing an agglomeration of 
administrative units. Even such macro planning has, in order to be realistic. to be cognisant of 
the realities at the micro level. Correspondingly, such plans for bigger areas and involving 
larger outlays have also to be administered from a suitably high threshold of administrative 
authority and by a wide network of administrative hierarchy. 

Nevertheless, there is a whole corpus of activities which can be and are, in fact, better 
planned, conducted and financed at the lower or local levels. I think the essence of 
decentralized planning, which for operational convenience is, essentially, District level 
planning, i.e. planning for the District and its constituent smaller units at those levels, consists 
of just this: allowing what is best taken care of at the local level to be so taken care of. 

But, all planning, from the national to the sub-micro level, does need, as already stated, a 
careful study of the situation in the field. And this study also calls for a knowledge of the 
natural regions, demarcated as per the various physiogeographic characteristics, for a proper 
appreciation of the planning and developmental matrix and for suggesting the appropriate 
spatial unit for local and higher area planning. 

From this point of view, the present study, done by the Indian Census, is extremely useful 
as it provides a framework, a backdrop and also a ground-plan on which other studies and 
data-sets can be built. I congratulate Shri Vijay S. Verma, Registrar General & Census 
Commissioner, India, Dr. B.K. Roy, Deputy Registrar General (Map) and their colleagues 
for this fine and timely series. 

(BUTA SINGH) 
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PREFACE 

Regions can be carved out with varying criteria for varying purposes. Basically, however, 
we could. perhaps. distinguish between natural regions-areas which nature intended to be or 
marks out as separate, homogeneous units-and human intervention regions-areas which have 
to be or are treated together for different purposes, with varying degrees of consideration for 
the natural regions. 

Thus. special purpose regions maypr may not coincide with natural regions. Administrative 
units represent special purpose regions of a kind and their boundaries, too, mayor may not be 
in conformity with those of natural regions. 

But there are further elements making for complexity, even confusion: there are regions 
within regions--there may be fields with different types of soil caIJing for different types of 
treatment even within a village--and different natural yardsticks or criteria may not always 

. converge and coalesce to yield natural regions valid from the point of view of each of the 
criteria considered or used. Thus, ground water availability and soil texture may not 
necessarily indicate the same delineation; in theory an area may be thickly wooded and, in 
reality, quite d~muded. 

And then comes the final heartbreak for the region-delineator: all the factors and 
. manifestations of nature may point in one direction but the perceptions and the aspirations of 
the people inhabiting that region may desire something else: nature may cry out for 
afforestation, rather reafTorestation; the people may want to have more and more area under a 
marginally remunerative agriculture. 

The question then arises :.why then try to carve out natural regions?How valid and how 
usable are they going to be? 

As in most areas of human endeavour, no one can hope either for totally foolproof 
delineation or immediate and whole hog adoption thereoffor purposes of administration and 
development planning. And yet, all such exercises, should, I think, be welcome as 
contributive to the filling out of the complex scenario which serves as the essential backdrop 
for the formidable task of development planning in India to which a new dimension and fresh 
urgency have been added by the current, renewed emphasis on local area planning. 

This study of ours seeks to take the work of delineation to reaches lower than hitherto 
attempted, mutating Districts in terms of natural regions, with the village as the constituent 
unit of each region. One could, of course, go still lower , carving out regions within Blocks, 
Taluqs or Thanas, may be with hamlets as the constituent units, and by using the appropriate 
fine-edged criteria for such sub, sub-micro delineation. Obviously, however, such a study will 
call for a staggered approach and a much deeper acquaintance with the situation on the 
ground. 

Pending this, the present study which covers the whole of India and posits a scheme 
comprising of four levels of delineation is, I think, not an inconsiderable step forward and we 
may not be wrong, I hope, in deriving some satisfaction from its accomplishment. The Census 
of India is so multi-faceted and so prolific in its output that some aspects of its corporate 
personality can go at times un or under recognized. One such aspect is cartography. Among 
other things. I hope, the present series will lead to a better appreciation of the scale and variety 
of our cartographic output. 
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The work has been done as a Plan scheme so graciously and thoughtfully sanctioned by the 
Planning Commission. The foundations of the work were laid under the able stewardship of 
my predecessor Shri P. Padmanabha. It has been my privilege to steer the work to completion 
through a time-bound programme. Dr. B.K. Roy, Deputy Registrar General (Map), is one of 
the stalwarts who have made the Indian Census what it is. This project owes a great deal to 
him and I have a feeling that he, too, is going to cherish this association. This is not to forget 
the contribution made by a whole band of able and dedicated officers and cartographers of 
various ranks at the headquarters and in our Directorates. This contribution is being 
acknowledged separately. Shri B.P. Jain, Deputy Director of Census Operations, has 
ensured speedy printing. 

We have been extremely fortunate in as much as Hon'ble Shri Buta Singh, Home Minister 
of India, has always been able to spare time for Census-related matters even though the 
claimants for his attention have naturally been innumerable. By kindly consenting to 
contribute a perspicacious Foreword to this series he has deepened the debt of gratitude the 
organization owes to him. As indicated by him, a follow up project could, perhaps, take car~ of 
compiling and presenting data-sets, comprising of demographic and other parameters, in 
terms of the regions herein presented. 

New Delhi 
2nd of January, 1989 
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(VIJA Y S. VERMA) 
Registrar General & 

Census Commissioner, India 
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PART-I 





REGIONAL DIVISIONS OF INDIA -A CARTOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 

GENERAL NOTE 

The regional spatial patterns, variations of resources, 
heterogeneous physiogeographic factors and problems in 
development bring out the necessity for a regional 
approach to planning. Delineation of physiogeographic 
regions of a country of sub-continental size like India with 
an area of 3,287,263 km2

, extending between Latitudes 
8°4'28" and 3r17'53u North and longitudes 68°7 153" 
and 97°24'47" East and having a great range of 
geographic environment, is a gigantic task. During the 
past 30 years, the macro level planning at the national 
level and meso level planning at the state level have been 
duly emphasised. Micro level planning needs, perhaps, to 
be further emphasised. For this to happen, one req
uirement consists of homogeneous regions, with natural 
boundaries, forming viable units of planning. 

Thus, there was a need to delineate micro regions to suit 
the requirements of micro level regional plans within the 
frame work of the national plan. To achieve this end, we 
need micro regions which are valid on physio-gt:ographic 
considerations and also definable in terms of admin
istrative units and boundaries in order to facilitate plan 
formulation and plan execution. For carving out such 
natural regions, the following considerations, inter alia, 
are to be kept in view: 

i) contiguous geographical area, 
ii) homogenous administrative machinery capable of 

formulating and implementing integrated area plans, 
iii) reliable statistical data base, 
iv) existeJ;lce of nodal regions; and 
v) amenability of the natural boundaries to marginal 

adjustments so that the former, may, by and large, 
conform to administrative boundaries at given 
points of time. 

In India, the district is the major universal admin
istrative unit below the state level. The administrative b0-
undaries of the districts usul;llly, however, cut across those 
of the homogeneous natural regions through some district 
boundaries do coincide with the natural sub-regional 
boundaries and most of the districts have nodal regions. In 
cases of extreme heterogeneity however, we may have to 
think of adjustments in such district boundaries to suit the 
sub-regional planning to the extent possible. This kind of 
adjustment was worked out methodologically by V .L.S.P. 
Rao and L.S. Bhat for the old Mysore state. Also, at the 
district level, we have an administrative set up which is 
competent to fonnulate and implement sub-regional 
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plans. Moreover, a reliable statistical data base (both 
Census and non-Census) is available at the district level 
for the purposes of sub-regional planning. 

The Earlier Efforts 

In regional planning of one type or the other, the 
delineation of proper regional boundaries has always 
remained a rather difficult task. A number of schemes for 
delineating natural regions in India have been put forward 
by scholars from time to time during this century. The first 
attempt was made by T.H. Holdich in 1904. He made a 
very brief and sweeping generalisation and formed rather 
broad geographical zones of India on the basis of 
geological information only. Later, during the 1921-31 
decade regional delineations were done mostly from the 
point of view of geological structure and stratigraphy. 
During 1922-24, L.D. Stamp produced a more sub
stantive and well known work. Stamp adopted Physio
graphy and structure at the primary level, and 
climate for the second order regions. He divided the 
country into 3 primary or macro level regions and 22 sub
regions and designated them as 'natural regions'. Almost 
simultaneously, but independent of Stamp's work, J .N.L. 
Baker, following the work on natural regions initiated by 
Wood, proposed another scheme of natural regions. It was 
in close agreement with Stamp's regional scheme. Later 
on, M.B. Pithawala, Kazi S. Ahmad and O.E. Baker also 
proposed their schemes of regional divisions. O.H.K. 
Spate gave a more comprehensive treatment to this 
scheme. He was in general agreement with the schemes 
proposed by Stamp and Baker. He divided the sub
continent into three paramount macro level regions on the 
basis of geological structure. The regional scheme 
proposed by Spate is empirically derived. He divided 
India into 35 regions of the first order (under the three 
macro regions excluding the islands), 74 of the second 
order with 225 sub-divisions. 

The traditional divisions of the country into mountains, 
plateaus and plains, and further regional division as 
envisaged by Stamp and later on improved by Spate 
provided a base for the study of regional physical 
conditions. During 1931-1941 the regional studies so 
developed could not be elucidated or enlarged mainly due 
to the politically unstable conditions of the sub-continent. 
M. W.M. Yeatts in the General Report of Census of India, 
1941, proposed a broad division of the country into four 
regions demarca.ted a.ccording to economic and geog-



raphic principles. However, it was only after 1951 that 
with the help of more elaborate geological surveys and 
geographical mapping, by foreign as well as Indian 
geographers, the work on major natural regions could 
be reoriented. The 1951 Census of India report gave 
considerable impetus to the progress of studies of natural 
regionalisations as for the first time the Census data were 
interpreted in geographical context in some details. The 
map of major natural regions of India of 1951 Census was 
rather sketchy in character. However, it served the 
purpose well and was laudable for its time considering the 
resources then available to the Census Organisation. 
Subsequently, at the time of the 1961 Census, more maps 
and ideas from foreign as well as Indian geographers were 
obtained in carving out the natural regions of India for 
development purposes. S.P. ChatteJjee divided India on 
the basis of physiography and geological structure. 
A. Mitra, grouped various districts of India into four 
categories on the basis of their development levels. Late 
(Miss)P.Sengupta suggested a scheme of Geographical 
Economic Regions of India which was utilised in the 
Census of India monograph entitled "Economic 
Regionalisation ofIndia, Problems and Approaches" and 
Census of India Atlas of 1961. The basis for this 
classification was mainly in the works of Spate and 
ChatteJjee as well as in those of the previous scholars 
referred to above. 

However, all these schemes proposed by the various 
scholars did not provide a base for mapping and for 
statistical analysis of the Census data at sub-micro level. 
They did not also provide precise boundaries or relate the 
regions to administrative boundaries. In case a scheme 
was based on the district as the basic unit, as was the case 
with that proposed by Mitra and Sengupta, it did not take 
into consideration the intra-district details. The sub
sequent availability of fairly intensive data, specially on 
the distribution of soils, forests, geological formations, 
climatic conditions and large number of maps produced 
by various national and international organisations, 
encouraged B.K. Roy to revise the then existing frame 
work of natural regions. A map of India showing Physio
geographic Regions was included in the National Volume 
of Census Atlas, 1971 wherein three tiers of regional 
boundaries (Macro.Meso and Micro) have been precisely 
adjusted with the district boundaries. The important 
materials consulted for revising the scheme were the maps 
published by the Geological Survey of India, Chief Soil 
Survey Office of the Indian Agricultural Research 
Institute and the book, 'India - A Regional Geography' 
edited by R.L. Singh. 

The Present Study 

The above work was welcomed by scholars, geo-
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graphers and planners both in India and abroad. To 
further refme such delineation and also to get it done on a 
comprehensive scale, the Government of India sanc
tioned a plan scheme to the Census Organisation on 
"Regional Divisions of India - A Cartographic Analysis". 
It aimed at working out a viable grouping of Census 
villages and towns on a large scale map keeping in view 
their physic-geographical characteristics in order to bring 
out viable homogeneous regions at the sub-micro level 
within the districts. Broadly, the physio-geographical 
factors which have been kept in view while undertaking 
this exercise are (i) Physiography, (ii) Geological 
structure, (iii) Forest coverage, (iv) Climatic conditions 
and (v) Soils.These sub-micro regions have been further 
pulled up on uniform scale to provide a framework for 
mapping and cartographic evaluation of Census as well as 
non-Census data to enlarge the scope of the Census 
Atlases of the country and also to help in the int
erpretations of population data in terms of sub-micro 
regions which are physio-geographically homogeneous in 
character and have similar problems and prospects 
requiring uniform application of planning strategies for 
better ~ti1isation of resources and for provinding amenities 
to the inhabitants. Since each sub-micro region has been 
clearly defmed in so far as its rural and urban constituents 
are concerned, the demographic characteristics and other 
statistics can be generated for the past Censuses also to 
the extent to which village-wise/town-wise data are 
available. The sub-micro regions have been delineated 
within the district. In case the boundaries of the district 
experience any change in future, due to administrative or 
any other reason, the required scores can be obtained by 
compilation of data as we know their constituent units. 
The sub-micro regions of the districts will play an 
important role in the implementation of the plan at the 
grass root level within the framework of the state plan 
which, in turn, is a part of the overall National plan. 
Agricultural development in India is dependent upon the 
regional approach because of wide areal spread and the 
resultant contrasts in cropping pa.tterns arising mainly 
from the regional variations in physical conditions. Since 
the land use pattern should be adopted as per physical 
conditions of the region, the demarcation of physic
geographic regions will help in the long-term planning for 
the country. It is hoped that this scheme, the first of its 
kind in the history of the Census in India, besides 
enlarging the scope of Census Atlases, would serve as a 
useful framework for administrators, planners, resear
chers and other data us..-s. 

The Procedure Followed 

The procedure for delineation of the sub-micro regions 
encompassed the following steps and considerations: 

Since the aim was to delineate sub-micro regions within 



the district, the number of sheets covering the areal spread 
on standard topographical sheets either on 1: 50,000 or 
1:250,000 scale, as available, were consulted. These 
sheets were mosaiced to ascertain the boundary of the 
district concerned. In case of change in the district 
boundaries between the 1971 and 1981 Censuses, the 
updated map of the district as per 1981 Census was 
consulted. Similarly TahsiVTaluk/P.S./C.D. Block/ 
Circle boundaries were reoriented. As the se~ond step, the 
villages alongwith their Census location code numbers 
were marked on the topographical sheets for evaluation of 
the environs of the group of villages with reference to the 
physical details. The delineation of sub-micro i.e., the 
fourth order regions followed. In this exercise physio
geographical details of contours, drainage, spot heights, 
bench marks, watersheds as well as the distribution of high 
land and low land (land levels in broader perspective) 
were examined. This gave further suitable background for 
the delineation of a group of villages in one viable unit. 
Simultaneously, names were assigned to particular zones 
on the basis of major and minor rivers/rivulets, names of 
mountain ranges, forests or on the consideration of bigger 
Census villages and popular geographic names of local 
importance which may be acceptable in view of the 
regional geographical pattern of the particular region. At 
times one could feel that the contours or drainage designs 
are so complex as to complicate geographical thinking for 
the regions. In such cases, drainage patterns were worked 
out separately to ascertain their alignment in the 
formation of sub-micro regions. similarly, due to the 
complexity of contour lines on topographical maps, 
profiles were drawn to arrive at a particular conclusion 
whether the physio-geographical landscape of the area 
was consistent with reference to valleys or rivulets of the 
regions at higher altitudes for zoning of the sub-micro 
regions. This method provided a decision making criterion 
to streamline the regions. 

While operating on the above system, step 3 required 
the consulting of maps on geology to further streamline the 
region-forming factors in the delineation of sub-micro 
areas. Where the micro relief and the micro physiographic 
elements on such consideration corresponded fully, the 
viable region in the district gave a precise zoning. Further, 
the forest spread on the maps helped to reorient the sub
micro regional boundaries. In addition, rainfall (isoh
yetal) maps also helped in the delineation of these 
boundaries. Thus, all the factors as envisaged in the 
programme have been synthesised judiciously and to the 
extent possible to carve out the sub-micro regions within 
the districts throughout the country. 

Code Structure for the Regions and the 
Scheme of the Contents 

The map 'Regional Divisions of India' included in this 
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volume depicts 3 digit codes. The first digit stands for the 
macro regions, the second digit for the meso regions and 
the third for the micro regions. The four macro regions 
have been numbered as : the Nprthern Mountains ( 1), the 
Great Plains (2),the Deccan Plateau (3) and the Coastal 
Plains and Islands (4). In the 3 digit code 2.1.1 on the 
map, the first digit (2) stands for the macro region - the 
Great Plains, second digit ( 1) for the meso region - the 
Punjab Plain and the third digit (1) stands for the micro 
region - Ravi Beas Inter-tluvial Plain. In this frame, 4 
macro, 28 meso and 101 micro regions are outlined for 
the country and the same have been briefly described in 
the later part. Within this frame of micro regions, sub
micro regions have been delineated within the district 
under this scheme. These .sub-micro regions are given 4th 
digit code and this 4th digit has been repeated, district
wise, from 1 to the number of sub-micro regions in the 
district. 

After finalization of the sub-micro regions and 
their code numbers, list of villages and towns were 
prepared for each sub-micro region and basic data 
pertaining to area and population were generated. In 
addition, some physio-cultural characteristics are also 
highlighted. Part II of' this volume incorporates brief 
description of physio-cultural aspects supplemented by 
maps and basic data at state level while Part III gives 
information for each sub-micro region within each district 
of the state. 

It will be seen that the tables included in Parts II and III 
approach the configuration from the point of view of 
the administrative unit i.e., State/District/Taluk/P.S./ 
C.D Block, Village. In other words, these tables give the 
position of these units with reference to the natural regions 
in which they fall, as determined at these respective levels. 
It will be perceived, however, that the same region or a 
similar region under a different name may be transcending 
the administrative bounderies of states and districts and 
there may be a legitimate enquiry seeking the total 
geographical spread of the same region or similar regions 
across and beyond sl)ch administrative boundaries but in 
terms of such administrative units. For purposes of 
planning it is as necessary to know as to what natural 
regions comprise a state or a district as to know the . 
position from the opposite point of view as to what state 
and district or segments thereof comprise one region or 
similar adjoining regions. 

To serve this latter purpose, we have added to each 
state/union territory volume an appendix which presents 
administrative constituents of similar regions which extend 
beyond district ,nd state boundaries. In the case of the 
adjoi~g state/union territories, this excercise is, naturally, 
restricted to the limits of region/regions transcending the 



boundaries ofthe concerned state/union terriory to which 
a particular volume in this series is devoted. For getting 
fuller details with regard to these "extended areas" in 
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terms of their constituents the reader is invited to refer to 
the volumes dealing with the concerned states/union 
territories. 



BRIEF CHARACTERISTICS OF 
REGIONAL DIVISIONS 

1. THE NORTHERN MOUNTAINS 

The Northern Mountains corresponding with the 
Himalayan zone facing the northern frontier of the sub
continent comprise Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal 
Pradesh, Northern Uttar Pradesh, Sikkim, Northern West 
Bengal, Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram, 
Tripura, MeghaJaya and part of Assam. The Northern 
Mountains have been divided primarily according to the 
geology and forest cover. The relief and. drainage however, 
have also played a dominant role in establishing various 
sub-divisions within the Himalayan zone. This macro 
region has been divided into 5 sub-regions (meso) and 24 
divisions (micro) on the basis of above mentioned factors. 

These sub-regions are: 

1.1 Jammu and Kashmir Himalaya 

This sub-region covers the entire Jammu and Kashmir 
and is further di vided into following three divisions (micro 
regions) : 

1.1.1 
l.1.2 
1.1.3 

Ladakh 
Kashmir Valley 
Jammu 

In these divisions the relief presents remarkable 
variations. The grouping of the districts has been made in 
conformity with the geological structure, elevation and 
forest cover. Other factors do not play signigicant role in 
delineating these divisions. However, sub-montane soil 
(Podsolic) is dominant in the K-ashmir Valley and brown 
hill soil is seen in the southern part of Jammu and 
Kashmir. Ladakh region is fully predominated by mountain 
meadow soils as well as glaciers and eternal snow. Forest is 
mostly alpine type in the northern regions and SUb-alpine 
in the southern regions. 

1.2 Himachal Pradesh Himalaya 

Himachal Pradesh state entirely falls under this sub
region. It has been further divided into the following 4 
divisions: 

1.2.1 
1.2.2 
1.2.3 
1.2.4 

Northern Himachal Pradesh 
Trans-Hima1ayan Zbne 
Central Himachal Pradesh 
Southern Himachal Pradesh 

Geologically, it is almost similar to that of Jammu and 
Kashmir Himalaya. However, this sub-region is 
characterised by marked variations in the relief features, 
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mainly on the consideration of micro-relief and little 
variations in soils. 

1.3 Uttar Pradesh Himalaya 

This sub-region has been divided into three divisions, 
viz. 

1.3.1 Kumaon Himalaya - North 
1.3.2 Western Kumaon Himalaya, Siwalik and 

Doons 
1.3.3 Kumaon Himalaya - East 

In these areas, the elevation has been taken as the' 
main basis for classfication_ Geology and forest have also 
been taken into account The soils are mostly of brown hill 
type in the sub region with marked differences in the 
southern Siwalik zone, locally known as 'Tarai' and 
'Bhur' soils. The Kumaon Himalaya-North has important 
peaks like Nanda Devi, Kamet and Badrinath. The Ganga 
and the Yamuna have their sources in this region. The 
Western Kumaon Himalaya, Siwalik and Doons cover 
Dehradun, Garhwal and Tehri Garhwal districts and have 
an elevation of 900 to 1000 m. The Kumaon Himalaya
East which comprises Almora and Nainital districts is 
marked with some narrow valleys on high altitudes. 

1.4 North Eastern Himalaya 

This region includes 4 sub-regions extending over 
Sikkim, Darjiling and 'Duar' areas of West Bengal and 
Arunachal Pradesh. The Darjiling section of the Himalayan 
zone rises abruptly from 'Duar' plains of West Bengal. 
Three high peaks namely, Siwalik Phu (3630 m), Sabargam 
(3546 m) and Phalut(3596 m)are located in this section of 
Himalayan zone. Similarly, the loftly range of about 
5000 m with intermittent summits are the chief 
charcteristics of Arunachal Pradesh. Weather is damp 
and cold and the forests are dense. Annual rainfall ranges 
between 250 and 350 cm. The drainage is in evolutionary 
stage and immature. This region has been divided into 4 
divisions as below: 

1.4.1 
1.4.2 
1.4.3 
1.4.4 

Sikkim Himalaya 
DaIjiling Himalaya including 'Duars' 
Western Arunachal Pradesh Himalaya 
Eastern Arunachal-Pradesh Himalaya 

1.5 Eutern Hill Zone 

This region represents the eastern section of Himalayan 
zone extending. over Nagaiand, Manipur, Mizoram, 



Tripura. part of Assam and Meghalaya. This region is 
interspersed with plains especially in Silchar, North 
Cachar Hills and adjoining areas. Topographically it is 
rugged. The slopes are quite steep. Over the Tripura 

- region the topography has interspersed ranges and valleys. 
Consequently communication is difficult 

The Khasi and J aintia Hills in Meghalaya is like a table 
land. Geologically it is an eastward extension of the 
massive block of the peninsular region broken by the 
alluvium of Bengal basin. In its long geological history this 
region is said to have submerged during Mesozoic and 
early Tertiary times due to marine transgression which 
was further uplifted at the time of Himalayan orogenesis. 

The region has been divided into 10 divisions as below: 

1.5.1 
1.5.2 
1.5.3 
1.5.4 
1.5.5 
1.5.6 
1.5.7 
1.5.8 
1.5.9 
1.5.10 

Nagaland Hills 
Manipur Hills 
Imphal Valley 
Hill Zone 
Tripura Plain 
Tripura Hills 
Cachar Plain 
Karbi Anglong & North Cachar Hills 
Eastern Meghalaya 
Western Meghalaya 

2. THE GREAT PLAINS 

This is the most important zone in view of human 
concentration and it stretches from Rajasthan via Punjab, 
Haryana, Uttar Predesh, Bihar, West Bengal to the 
eastern section of Brahmaputra Valley. It is an enclosed 
vast basin of various small and large rivers separated by 
'alluvial divides'. 

The western section comprising arid Rajasthan, 
Punjab, Haryana, Chandigarh, Delhi and Western Uttar 
Pradesh is slightly higher in elevation over 150 m, than 
the eastern section of the plain. However, according to 
elevation, this plain shows three levels of relief configuration, 
between 0 to 75 m in the eastern section, 75 to 150 m in the 
Central Uttar Pradesh and 150 to 300 m in the western 
zone with the exception of small zone in eastern Jaisalmer 
district where the elevation is below 75 m. Geologically 
the whole region is made of alluvium brought by rivers 
from the Himalayas and this is a gradational plain formed 
during Pleistocene and Recent geological times. On the 
basis of drainage, soils and rainfall, the region has been 
divided into 7 sub-regions and 24 divisions :-

2.1 Punjab Plain 

In this plain 4 divisions as listed below have been 
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delineated on the basis of soils and rainfall. Soils are 
alluvial with variations of 'banger' and 'Khadar'. 
Agriculturally, this is the most important region. 

2.1.1 Ravi-Beas Inter-Fluvial Plain 
2.1.2 Hoshiarpur-Chandigarh sub-montane 

Plain 
2.1.3 Beas-Satluj Doab 
2.1.4 Punjab Malwa Plain 

2.2 Haryana Plain 

In this region which also includes Delhi, three divisions 
have been delineated on the basis of topography and 
rlistribution of soils which are sandy and calcareous. 

2.2.1 Eastern Haryana Plain 
2.2.2 Western Haryana Plain 
2.2.3 Southern Haryana Plain 

2.3 Arid Rajasthan Plain 

This meso region received an average rainfall of less 
than 40 cm. It has been divided into four micro regions 
mainly on the basis of distribution of rainfall which are: 

2.3.1 Ghaggar Plain 
2.3.2 Rajasthan Bagar 
2.3.3 Extremely Arid Tract 
2.3.4 Luni Valley 

2.4 Upper Ganga Plain 

This is the vast stretch of the Ganga Plain where the 
rivers are playing important role in carrying out definite 
influence area of their own. In general, the soil is alluvial 
but variations have developed on the upland and the low 
land are as. The upper Ganga Plain has been divided into 2 
divisions, viz. 

2.4.1 
2.4.2 

Northern 
Southern 

2.5 Middle Ganga Plain 

Upper Ganga Plain 
Upper Ganga Plain 

This is the transitional zone between the Upper Ganga 
Plain and the Lower Ganga Plain and has been divided 
into two divisions. viz. 

2.5.1 Middle Ganga Plain-West 
2.5.2 Middle Ganga Plain-East 

2.6 Lower Ganga Plain 

The Characteristics of the landscape in the Ganga 



Plain change abruptly in Lower Ganga Plain extending 
over Bihar and West Bengal due to high rainfall. It has an 
elevation of below 75 m and has been further divided into 
following six micro regions :-

2.6.1 North Bihar Plain 
2.6.2 South Bihar Plain 
2.6.3 Barind Tract 
2.6.4 Moriband Delta 
2.6.5 Proper Delta 
2.6.6 Rarh Plain 

2.7 Brahmaputra Valley 

The Brahmaputra Valley presents typical geographical 
features. In general, the valley has an elevation of below 
75 m. The estern section is more undulating .. Rainfall is 
very high and river pattern is braided in various sections of 
the Brahmaputra The tributaries joining the main river 
Brahmaputra discharge large amount of water during the 
monsoon period and hence calise floods in the valley 
region. It is also covered with luxuriant vegetations 
throughout. Hence, on these basis this valley has been 
divided into three divisions with definite characteristics. 

2.7. 1 Western Brahmaputra Valley 
2.7.2 Central Brahmaputra Valley 
2.7.3 Eastern Brahmaputra Valley 

3. THE DECCAN PLATEAU 

The Deccan Plateau represents the whole of South 
Indian tableland. From the point of view of geology, the 
whole region is composed of metamorphic rocks of pre
Cambrian age. Considering drainage, elevation, forest 
cover, soils and rainfall, sub-divisions were delineated. In 
general, the elevation rises to over WOO m in the south 
while it hardly exceeds 500 m in the north. The rivers of 
this region have mostly reached their base level of erosion 
which have carved wide valleys in various regions of 
considerable importance. This regions has been divided 
into 12 sub-regions and 33 divisions. 

3.1 Semi-Arid Rajasthan 

This portion of Rajasthan is marked with intervening 
valleys where the soils are red, yellow and mixed red
black in character. The regional characteristics of this 
region are different from those of the arid zone of the 
Rajasthan (2.3). The annual rain fall here varies from 35 
to 45 cm. Besides, the vegetation is partly developed over 
the hills and slopes which mostly belong to semi-arid type; 
while the arid plains are infested with thorny scrub and 
bushy vegetation. This region has further been divided 
into three divisions: 
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3.1.1 Aravalli Range and the Associated Uplands 
3.1.2 Semi-Arid Uplands of Eastern Rajasthan 
3.1.3 Banas-Chambal Basin 

3.2 Uttar Pradesh Uplands 

Uttar Pradesh Uplands represent well defined zone of 
Vindhyan System in the south. The average elevation is 
500-600 m and slopes towards the plain in the north. The 
divisions made in this meso region are: 

3.2.1 
3.2.2 

Jhansi Uplands 
Mirzapur Uplands 

Jhansi Uplands are comparatively dry while the 
Mirzapur Uplands are wet. 

3.3. Bihar-West Bengal Uplands 

Bihar-West Bengal Uplands region is one of the most 
interesting regions for the studies in geomorphology and 
cultural geography. The whole region belongs to the 
unclassified crystalline rocks. The elevation of the Bihar 
Highlands known as Chotanagpur Plateau, is in the range 
of 300-900 m which is often high above 900 m at places in 
the form of rounded hills. Soils in this region are mainly 
red and yellow, and red sandy. Red and black soils are 
predominant in Singhbhum region. The drainage is radial. 
Forests are dense in Palarnu, Ranchi and Hazaribag 
areas, while it becomes sparse in Puruliya on account of 
degenerated soils on the uplands. On the basis of elevation 
and nature of topography the region has been divided into 
4 divisions: 

3.3.1 Ranchi Plateau 
3.3.2 Hazaribag Plateliu 
3.3.3 Puruliya Uplands 
3.3.4 Singhbhum Plateau 

3.4 Northern Madhya Pradesh Uplands 

The Northern Madhya Pradesh Uplands region has 
been sub-divided into three divisions. In general, the 
elevation is between 300-600 m with numerous hills 
which are thickly forested. The Northern Madhya 
Pradesh is typically a ravine and derelict land zone on 
account of erosion by the tributaries ofChambai system. The 
Northern Madhya Pradesh Uplands-East region 
represents the Vindhyas with well developed scraps. 
TlLee divisions made in this mesco region are : 

3.4.1 Northern Madhya Pradesh Ravine Uplands- . 
West 

3.4.2 Northern Madhya Pradesh Uplands-Central 
3.4.3 Northern Madhya Pradesh Uplands-East 



3.5 Central Madhya Pradesh Plateau 

The Central Madhya Pradesh Plateau inherits a 
complex geology. In general, gneisses-Vindhyans and 
Gondwanas are fairly represented here. Forest is deciduous 
and presents large varieties of Sal. Soils are primarily 
medium black to deep black types. The region has been 
sub-di vided into three divisions: 

3.5.1 Sagar Plateau 
3.5.2 Bhopal Plateau 
3.5.3 Ratlam Plateau 

3.6 Southern Madhya Pradesh Uplands 

The region in general represents black soil. Annual 
rainfall varies between 200-300 cm. The whole region is 
densely forested in general. According to the elevation, 
drainage and micro-orographic characteristics the region 
has been divided into three divisions. 

3.6.1 Narmada Region including FlankS of 
Vindhya and Satpura 

3.6.2 Mahanadi Basin 
3.6.3 Madhya Pradesh Dandakaranya 

3.7 Northern Maharashtra 

The Northern Maharashtra represents the major soil 
regions developed over 'Deccan Flows'. In this region 
average annual rainfall ranges between 40 and 80 cm. The 
altitudinal characteristics are quite pronounced and hence 
the delineation of above regions is based on the 'Valleys 
and Divides' concept of orography of the region. It has 
been further divided into following two divisions: 

3.7.1 
3.7.2 

Tapti - Puma Valley 
Wardha - Penganga- Wainganga Plain 

3.8 Maharashtra Plateau 

This meso region in general, has an altitude ranging 
between 300 and 900 m and extends over basalts. Some 
high ranges like Ajanta range, Harischandra range, 
Mahadeo range and Balaghat range break the monotony 
and thus form a mosaic of plateau with protruded hills. 
Annual rainfall in general, varies between 80 and 100 em 
except in the central region of Maharashtra Plateau which 
generally gets less than 80 em rainfall. Forest cover, in 
general, is sparse and at places dense which is of dry 
deciduous type. Consequently two divisions have been 
made in this region, viz. 

3.8.1 Eastern Plateau 
3.8.2 Western Plateau with Protruded Hills 
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3.9 Karnataka Plateau 

The·Karnataka Plateau is a well defined plateau region 
of the Deccan over the unclassified crystalline rocks. In 
general, the northern portion is having an elevation of 
about 300 m with a westward slope, while the southern 
portion is high (over 900 m) and slopes towards the 
southeast. Tungabhadra river cuts it into two regions. 
A verage annual rainfall is around 80 cm in major part of 
this region. Soils in the northern Kamataka are black, 
while in the south these are mostly laterite, red sandy and 
red loamy. Forests are dense only in Malnad bordering 
Sahyadri where the main elevation reaches 1000 m with 
heavy rainfall of 150 em per annum. Three divisions made 
on the above considerations in the region are: 

3.9.1 Northern Karnataka Plateau 
3.9.2 Central Karnataka Plateau 
3.9.3 Southern Kamataka Plateau 

3.10 Tamil Nadu Uplands 

This region is the southern extensions of unclassified' 
crystalline rocks of Cambrian period and is marked with 
fairly wide valley of Cauvery and its tributaries. In 
general, the elevation is over 900 m in the west due to 
southern Sahyadri and Nilgiri Hills. The western and the 
eastern flanks get an annual rainfall of about 80-200 cm 
but the central part of the uplands is almost dry. Due to 
comparatively high rainfall the hilly areas are forested. On 
the basis of elevation two divisions have been carved out 
which are:: 

3.10.1 
3.10.2 

Eastern Flanks of Sahyadri 
Tamil Nadu Uplands 

3.1 I Andhra Plateau 

Andhra Plateau is another well-defmed plateau region 
over the Archaean gneissic rock of Southern India which 
is drained mostly by Godavari, Krishna and Penner river 
system. Over the western margins, the soils are mostly 
medium blalck with intrusion of deep black soils in 
Krishna valley. The rest of the region is charcterised by 
red sandy soils. The average annual rainfall is below 80 
cm in this region. The region is covered with deciduous 
forests. On the basis of elevation and other considerations, 
the region has been' divided into four divisions and 
identified as : 

3.11.1 
3.11.2 
3.11.3 
3.11.4 

Godavari Depressions 
Telengana Plateau 
Krishna Piedmont Plain 
Rayalaseema 



3.12 Orissa Highlands 

The Orissa Highlands region is comprised of the north
eastern extension of unclassified crystalline rocks of the 
Deccan Plateau. Here the topography is rugged and 
elevation is about 1200 m in Koraput Plateau. The 
Mahanadi and Brahmani rivers have carved out well 
defmed valleys. Soils of the region are mostly red and 
sandy interspersed with red and yellow soils in some 
areas. The western portion of the region consists of deep 
valleys with ,spurs. In general, the southern portion is 
much more dissected and higher than the northern, where 
the range of elevation is between 300 and 900 m Average 
annual rainfall of the region is between 200and 300 em 
The region has been divided into two well marked 
divisions according to elevation, viz. 

3.12.1 
3.12.2 

Northern Orissa Highlands 
Southern Orissa Highlands (Orissa 
Dandakaranya) 

4. THE COASTAL PLAINS AND ISLANDS 

Geologically the Coastal Plains adjacent to the 
Penisular regiona re mere 'Shore Facies' of the Deccan 

Trap. The region has attained a definite regional approach 
for classification on account of coastal alluvium 
characteristics hemmed in between the Sahyadri and 
Arabian sea in the west and the Eastern Ghats and Bay of 
Bangal in the east. The rainfall varies in the sections which 
is high (above 300 cm) in the Western Coastal Region and 
low (100 cm) in the Eastern Coastal Region. The Coastal 
Plain has been sub-divided into 4 sub-regions and 20 
divisions: 

4.1 Gujarat Coastal Plain 

This region represents almost the whole of Gujarat 
state. This region is composed of 'Deccan Flows' and 
coastal Tertiary deposits. Gujarat Plain is drained by 
Sabarmati and Mahi rivers. Eastern Hilly Region is 
comprised of Panch Mahals and the Dangs districts. 
Kathiawar Peninsula is partly rocky having an elevation 
of above 75 m. Radial drainage is the chief characteristic 
feature of this zone. 

Kachchh Peninsula solely corresponds with Kachchh 
district. The chief characteristic feature of the region is the 
sandy plain with isolated rocky hills. All these regions 
may typically be said as semi-arid while the Kachchh 
Peninsula is arid. The above mentioned four regions are as 
follows: 

4.1.1 
4.1.2 
4.1.3 ' 
4.1.4 

Gujarat Plain 
Eastern Hilly Region 
Kathiawar Peninsula 
Kachchh Peninsula 
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4.2 Western Coastal Region 

The Western Coastal Region lies just bordering the 
Sahyadri (the Western Ghats). The width ofthe region is 
often very narrow in Karnataka Coastal Region which 
broadens further south in Kerala. Rainfall is quite heavy 
over 300 cm per annum. Six divisions have been demar
cated in this region which cover portions ofMaharashtra, 
Karnataka, Kerala, Mahe district of Pondicherry and 
Goa district of Goa, Daman & DitJ. The six divisions are: 

4.2.1 Maharashtra Littoral 
4.2.2 Goa Coast 
4.2.3 Karnataka Coast 
4.2.4 North Kerala Coast 
4.2.5 Central Kerala Coast 
4.2.6 South Kerala Coast 

4.3 Eastern Coastal Region 

The Eastern Coastal Region can be distinguished 
from the Western Coast because the basic geographical 
factors of these two regions vary to great extent. The 
100 cm isohyetal line separates the eastern and western 
coastal areas at the district level at Kanniyakumari. The 
Eastern Coastal Region is wide and the soils differ 
appreciably within this region. The big rivers carve out 
broader valleys or deltas which give further help in 
establishing the division. in the Eastern Coastal Region. 
The Eastern Ghats are broken as they do not run as 
continuous geographical barrier. The region has been 
divided into 8 divisions viz. 

4.3.1 Kanniyakumari Coast 
4.3.2 Sandy Littoral 
4.3.3 Coromandel Coast 
4.3.4 Southern Andhra Coastal Plain 
4.3.5 Krishna Delta 
4.3.6 Godavari Delta 
4.3.7 Northern Andhra Coastal Plain 
4.3.8 Mahanadi Delta 

4.4 The Islands 

The Andaman and Nicobar Islands in the Bay of 
Bengal and Lakshadweep in the Arabian sea vary between 
themselves in the geographical location as well as in 
human geography and form two micro regions. 

4.4.1 The Andaman and Nicobar Islands are composed 
of more than 300 named and unnamed Islands. Out of 
them 33 major islands are inhabited, while the remaining 
islan<ts are uninhabited. Geologically, sandstone and 
shales of Eocene period predominate. Due to hot and 
humid climate, soils are lateritic and degenerated with 



luxuriant growth of vegetation cover. Coral formation is 
the chief characteristics of the islands and so the group of 
islands forms a definite entity of a region on these 
considerations. 

4.4.2 The Lakshadweep-These islands have developed 

very near to the continental shelf of the Indian coast. The 
total number ofIslands is 27 out of which 10 are inhabited 
and the remaining 17 are uninhabited. 

These two present a particular geographical 
environment, ecology and cultural zone of India. 
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Regions with 
Code No. 
(Macro) 

1 

1. The Northern Mountains 

REGIONAL DIVISIONS OF INDIA 

Sulrregions 
with Code No. 
(Meso) 

2 

1.1 Jammu & Kashmir 
Himalaya 

1.2 Himachal Pradesh 
Himalaya 

Divisions with 
Code No. 
(Micro) 

3 

1.1.1. Ladakh 

1.1.2 Kashmir Valley 

1.1.3 Jammu 

1.2.1 Northern 
Himachal Pradesh 

1.2.2 Trans·Himmalayan 
Zone 

1.2.3 Central 
Himachal Pradesh 

1.2.4. Sout'1ern 
Himachal. Pradesh 

1.3 Uttar Pradesh Himalaya ) .3.1 Kumaon 
Himalaya North 

1.3.2 Western Kumaon 
Himalaya, Siwalik & 
Doons 

1.3.3 Kumaon 
Himalaya East 

1.4 North Eastern Himalaya 1.4.1 Sikkim Himalaya 

1.5 Eastern Hill Zone 

1.4.2 D8Ijiling Himalaya 
including Dl.lars 

1.4.3 Western Arunachal 
Pradesh Himalaya 

1.4.4 Eastern Arunachal 
Pradesh Himalaya 

1.5.1 Nagaland Hills 

1.5.2 Manipur Hills 

1.5.3 Imphal Valley 

1.5.4 HiII Zone 

1.5.5 Tripura Plain 

1.5.6 Tripura Hills 
1.5.7 Cachar Plain 
1.5.8 Karbi Anglong & 

Cachar-Hills North 

1;) 

Districts 

4 

Ladakh & Kargil 

State/ 
Union 
Territory 

5 

Jammu & Kashmir 

Anantnag (KS), 
Baramula.(K.N). 
Pu.lwama,Badgam, Kupwara & 
Sri nagar 

Jammu & Kashmir 

Doda. Jammu, Kathua. 
Rajauri, Punch and 
Udhampur 

Chamba 

Kinnaur, Lahul & Spiti 

Kangra, Ku.llu, Una, 
Hamirpur & Mandi 
Bilaspur. Solan. Shimla, & 
Sirmaur 
Chamoli. Pithoragarh, 
Uttarkashi 
Dehra Dun, Garhwal, 
Tehri Garhwal 

Almora. N ainital 

North District, West 
District, South District, & 
East District 
D8Ijiling & Jalpaiguri 

West Kameng, East 
Kameng. Lower Subansiri, 
Upper Subansiri, West 
Siang and East Siang 
Dibang Valley, Lohit 
and Tirap 
Kohima, Mokokchung, 
Mon, Wokha. Zunheboto, 
Phek and Tuensang 
Manipur East, Manipur 
North. Manipur West, 
Pocket of Manipur Central 
& Manipur South 
Manipur Central & 
Tengnoupal 
Aizawl. Lunglei and 
Chimtupui 
South Tripura & 
West Tripura 
North Tripura 
Cachar 
Karbi Anglong & North 
Cachar-hills 

Jammu & Kashmir 

Himachal Pradesh 

Himachal Pradesh 

Himachal Pradesh 

Himachal Pradesh 

Uttar Pradesh 

Uttar Pradesh 

Uttar Pradesh 

Sikkim 

VI est Bengal 

Arunachal Pradesh 

Arunachal Pradesh 

Nagaland 

Manipur 

Manipur 

Mizoram 

Tripura 

Tripura 
Assam 
Meghalaya 



1 2 

2. The Great Plains 2.1 Punjab Plain 

2.2 Haryana Plain 

2.3 Arid Rajasthan Plain 

2.4 Upper Ganga Plain 

2.5 Middle Ganga Plain 

2.6 Lower Ganga Plain 

'1..7 Brahmaputra Valley 

3 4 5 

1.5.9 Eastern Meghalaya West Khasi Hills, East 
Khasi Hills & Jaintia Hills 

Meghalaya 

1.5.10 Western Meghalaya West Garo Hills & 
East Garo Hills 

Meghalaya 

2.1.1 Ravi-Beas Inter- Amritsar and Gurdaspur Punjab 
Fluvial Plain 

2. J.2 Hoshiarpur, Chandigarh Chandigarh, Hoshiarpur & Chandigarh & 
Punjab 
Punjab 

Sub-Montane Plain Rupnagar 
2.1.3 Beas Sotluj Doab Jalandhar and Kapurthala 
2.1.4 Punjab Malwa Plain Bathinda, Firozpur, 

Ludhiana, Patiala, Sangrur 
& Faridkot 

Punjab 

2.2.1 Eastern Haryana Plain 

2.2.2 Western Haryana 
2.2.3 Southern Haryana 

Plain, 

2.3.1 Ghaggar Plain 
2.3.2 Rajasthan Bagar 

2.3.3 Extremely Arid Tract 
2.3.4 Luni Valley 

2.4.1 Northern Upper 
Ganga Plain 

2.4.2 Southern Upper 
Ganga Plain 

2.5.1 Middle Ganga Plain 
West 

2.5.2 Middle Ganga Plain 
East 

2.6.1 North Bihar Plain 

2.6.2 ~uth Bihar Plain 

2.6.3 Barind Tract 

2.6.4 Moriband Delta 
2.6.5 Proper Delta 

2.6.6 Rarh Plain 

2.7.1 Western Brahmaputra 
Valley 
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Ambala, Kurukshetra, Jind, 
Kamal, Rohtak and Sonipat 
Hisar, Sirs a & Bhiwani 
Delhi, Gurgaon, 
Mahendragarh 
and F aridabad 
Ganganagar 
Churu, Jhunjhunun, 
N agaur & Sikar 
Bikaner and Jaiselmer 
Barmer, Jalor, Jodhpur 
&Pali 
Bijnor, Ghaziabad, Meerut, 
Moradabad, Muzaffarnagar, 
Rampur & Saharanpur. 
Aligarh, Agra, BareiUy, 
Budaun, Bulandshahr, Etah, 
EtaWah, Farrukhabad, Kberi, 
Mainpuri, Mathura, Pilibhit and 
Shahjahanpur 
Allahabad, Bahraich, Bara
Banki, Faizabad, Fatehpur, 
Gonda, Hardoi, Kanpur, 
Lucknow, Pratapgarh, Rae 
Bareli, Sitapur, SuJtanpur & 
Unnao 

Haryana 

Haryalla 
Delhi & Haryana 

Rajasthan 
Rajasthan 

Rajasthan 
Rajasthan 

Uttar Pradesh 

Uttar Pradesh 

Uttar Pradesh 

Azamgarh, Ballia, Basti, 
Deoria, Gorakhpur, Varanasi. 
Jaunpur and Ghazipur 

Uttar Pradesh 

Paschim Champaran, Purba Bihar 
Champaran, Darbhanga, 
Muzaffarpur, Purnia, Saharsa, 
Saran, Sitamarhi, Madhubani, 
BegUsarai, Katihar, Samastipur, 
Vatshali, Siwan and Gopalganj. 
Bhagalpuf, Gaya, Munger, Bihar 
Patna, Bhojpur, Nalanda. 
N awada. Rohtas and 
Aurangabad 
Koch Bihar, Maldah & 
West Dinajpur 
Murshidabad and Nadia 
Bardhaman, Calcutta, Hugli, 
Haora and Twenty four 
Parganas 
Bankura, Birbhum & 
Medinipur 
Goalpara and Kamrup 

West Bengal 

West Bengal 
West Bengal 

West Bengal 

Assam 



1 

3. The Deccan Plateau 

2 

3.1 Semi-Arid Rajasthan 

3.2 Uttar Pradesh Uplands 

3.3 Bihar-West Bengal 
Uplands 

3.4 Northern Madhya 
Pradesh Uplands 

3 

2. "1.2 Central Brahmaputra 
Valley 

2.7.3 Eastern Brahmaputra 
Valley 

3.1.1 Aravalli Range and the 
Associated Uplands 

3.1.2 Semi-Arid Uplands of 
Eastern Rajasthan 

3.1.3 Banas-Chambal Basin 

3.2.1 Jhansi Uplands 

3.2.2 Mirzapur Uplands 

3.3.1 Ranchi Plateau 

3.3.2 Hazaribag Plateau 

3.3.3 Puruliya Uplands 
3.3.4 Singhbhum Plateau 

3.4.1 Northern Madhya 
Pradesh Ravine 
Uplands-west 

3.4.2 Northern f)bl1bya 
Pradesh 
Uplands-Central 

3.4.3 Northern Madhya 
Pradesh Uplands-East 

3.5 Central Madhya Pradesh 3.5.1 Sagar Plateau 
Plateau 

3.6 Southern Madhya 
Pradesh Uplands 

3.7 Northern Maharashtra 

3.8 Maharashtra Plateau 

3.9 Karnataka Plateau 

3.5.2 Bhopal Plateau 

3.5.3 Ratlam Plateau 

3.6.1 Narmada Region 
including flanks of 
Vindhya Satpura 

3.6.2 Mahanadi Basin 

3.6.3 Madhya Pradesh 
Dandakaranya 

3.7.1 Tapti-Puma Valley 

3.7.2 Wardha-Penganga 
Wainganga Plain 

3.8. I Eastern Plateau 

3.8.2 Western Plateau with 
Protruded Hills 

3.9.1 Northern Karnataka 
Plateau 

3.9.2 Central KaMlataka 
Plateau 

3.9.3 Southern Karnataka 
Plateau 
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4 

Darrang and N agaon 

Lakhimpur, Sibsagar & 
Dibrugarh 
Ajmer. Alwar, Banswara, 
Chittaurgarh. Dungarpur, 
Jaipur, Sirohi & Udaipur 
Bhilwara, Bundi, Kota, 
Jhalwar & Tonk 
Bharatpur and Sawai 
Madhopur 
Banda, Hamirpur. Jalaun, 
Lalitpur & Jhansi 
Mirzapur 

Palamu and Ranchi 

Dhanbad, Hazaribag 
Giridih & Santhal Pargana 
Puruliya 
Singhbhum 
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Assam 

Assam 

Rajasthan 

Rajasthan 

Rajasthan 

Uttar Pradesh 

Uttar Pradesh 

Bihar 

Bihar 

West Bengal 
Bihar 

Bhind, Datia. Guna. Madhya Pradesh 
Gwalior. Morena and Shivpuri 

Chhatarpur, Panna and 
Tikamgarh 

Rewa. Satna. Shahdol. Sidhi 
and Surguja 

Damoh, Sagar and Vidisha 

Madhya Pradesh 

Madhya PradeSh 

Madhya Pradesh 

Dewas, Indore, Raisen, Madhya Pradesh 
Bhopal and Sehore 
Dhar, Jhabua, Mandsaur,' Madhya Pradesh 
Ratlam, Rajgarh, Shajapur 
and Ujjain 
Balaghat, Betul Chhindwara, Madhya Pradesh 
Hoshangabad, Jabalpur, West 
Nimar, East Nimar, Mandla, 
Narsimhapur, Seoni 
Bilaspur, Durg, Raigarh, Madhya Pradesh 
Raj N andgaon & Raipur 
Bastar Madhya Pradesh 

Amravati, Akola, Buldana, Maharashtra 
Dhule and Jalgaon 
Bhandara, Chandrapur. Maharashtra 
Nagpur, Wardha & Yavatrnal 
Aurangabad. Bid. Kolhapur. Maharashtra 
N anded. Osmanabad. 
Parbhani, Sangli & Solapur 
Ahmadnagar, Nashik. Pune, Maharashtra 
and Satara 
Belgaum, Bidar, Bijapur & Kamataka 
Gulbarga 
Bellary Chikmagalur, Kamataka 
Chitradurga. Dharwad. 
Shimoga. Raichur and Karnataka 
Pocket ofTurnkur 
Bangalon., Kodagu, Hassan, Tamil Nadu 



4. The coastal plains 
& Islands 

2 

3. IOTamil Nadu Uplands 

3.11 Andhra Plateau 

3.12 Orissa Highlands 

4.1 Gujarat Region 

3 

3.10.1 Eastern flanks of 
Sahyadri 

3.10.2 Tamil Nadu Uplands 

3.11.1 Godavari Depression 

3.11.2 Telangana Plateau 

3.11.3 Krishna Piedmont 
Plain 

3.11.4 Rayalaseema 

3.12.1 Northern Orissa 
Highlands 
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Kolar, Mandya Mysore and 
Tumkur 
Coimbatore, Madurai, 
Nilgiri and Periyar 
Dharmapuri, North Arcot 
and Salem Karimnagar, 
Karimnagar, Khammam & 
Warangal 
Adilabad. Hyderabad, 
Mahbubnagar, Medak, 
Nizamabad & Rangareddi 
Nalgonda 

Anantpur, Chittoor. 
Cuddapah & Kurnool 
Dhenkanal, Kendujhar, 
Mayurbhanj, Sambalpur and 
Sundergarh 
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Tamil Nadu 

Tamil Nadu 

Andhra Pradesh 

Andhra Pradesh 

Andhra Pradesh 

Andhra Pradesh 

Orissa 

3.12.2 Southern Orissa Balangir, Ganjam, Phulabani, Orissa 
Highlands . Kalahandi and Koraput 
(Orissa Dandakaranya) 

4.1.1 Gujarat Plain Ahmadabad, Bharuch, Banas Gujarat 
Kantha, Gandhinagar, Kheda, Dadra & Nagar 
Mahesana, Sabar Kantha, Haveli &. Goa 
Surat, Vadodara, Valsad Daman &.Diu 
Dadra & Nagar Haveli & 
Daman 

4.1.2 Eastern Hilly Region Panch Mahals and the Dangs Gujarat 
4.1.3 'Kathiawar Peninsula Amreli, Bhavnagar, Jamnagar, Gujarat and Goa, 

4.1.4 Kachchh Peninsula 

Junagadh, Rajkot, Daman & Diu 
Surendranagar and Diu 
Kachchh 

4.2 Western Coastal Region. 4.2.1 Maharashtra Littoral Greater Bombay, Raigarh. 
Ratnagiri and Thane 

Gujarat 

Maharashtra 

4.3. Eastern Coastal Region 

4.4 The Islands 

4.2.2 Goa Coast 
4.2.3 Karnataka Coast 

4.2.4 North Kerala Coast 

4.2.5 Central Kerala Coast 

4.2.6 South Coast 

4.3.1 Kanniyakumari Coast 
4.3.2 Sandy Littoral 

4.3.3 Coromandel Coast 

4.3.4 Southern Andhra 
Coastal Plain 

4.3.5 Krishna Delta 
4.3.6 Godavari Delta 

4.3.7 Northern Andhra 
Coastal Plain 

4.3.8 Mllhanadi Delta 

4.4.1 Andaman & Nicobar 
Islllnds 

4.4.2 Lakshadweep 

Goa 
Uttar Kannad & Dakshin 
Kannad 
Cannan ore, Kozhicode, 
Wayanad and Mahe 
Ernakulam, Kottayam, 
Malappuram, Palghat, 
Trichur & Idukki 

Alleppey. Trivandrum & 
QuiJoo 
Kanniyakumari 
Ramanathapuram & 
Tirunelveli 
Chengalpattu, Madras 
Thanjavur, Tiruchchirappalli, 
South Arcot, Pudukkottai. 
Karaikal and Pondicherry 
Nellore and Prakasam 

Guntur and Krishna 
East Godavari, West 
Godavari and Yanarn 
Srikakulam. ViJ:ianagaram 
and Vishakhapatnam 
Baleshwar, Cuttak & Puri 

Andaman, ~icobar 

Lakshadweep 

Goa, Daman & Diu 
Kamataka 

Kerala & 
Pondicherry 
Kerala 

Kerala 

Tamil Nadu 
Tamil Nadu 

Pondicherry & 
Tamil Nadu 

Andhra Pradesh 

Andhra Pradesh 
Andhra Pradesh & 
Pondicherry 
Andhra Pradesh 

Orissa 

Andaman & Nicobar 

Lakshadw~ep 



PART-II 
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REGIONAL DIVISIONS OF SIKKIM 

Sikkim became twenty second full-fledged state 
of the Indian Union with effect from April 26, 1975. 
Earlier in September, 1974 it became an associate 

stllte. The Legislative Assembly adopted a resolution 
0., April 10,1975 abolishing the institution of Chogyal 

and seeking for the territory full statehood in the 
Indian Union. Sikkim means 'New Palace' in Nepali 
language. Sikkim is called "Denzong" (land of rice) 
by Tibetans and it is also named "Nye-ma-el" 
(heaven) by aborigines of Sikkim. Sikkim lies in 
North-Eastern Himalayas between 2r04'46"' to 
28°07'48" North latitude and 80°00'58" to 88°55'25" 
East longitude. Sikkim is bounded on the north by 
China (Tibet plateau), on the east by Chumbi valley 
of Tibet and Bhutan, on the west by Nepal and on 
the south by district Darjiling of West Bengal. The 
area of the state is 7096 km 2 which stretches 112 
kms from north to south and 64 kms from east to 

west. According to the 1981 Census Sikkim has a 
population of 316,385. 

North-Eastern Himalaya (1.4) includes 4 micro
regions and 1.4.1 Sikkim Himalaya is also one of 
these regions. Sikkim has been divided into 4 dis
tricts, viz, North District, East District, South District 
and West District with their headquarters at Mangan, 
Gangtok, Namchi and Gyalshing respectively. 

Sikkim consists of nearly two-thirds of very 
high mountains perpetually covered with snow from 
which descend glaciers like Talung and Zemu. Only 
nomadic tribes are seen in summer with the yaks and 
sheep in these regions. The state being a part of 
inner mountain ranges of Himalayas, is hilly, having 
varied elevation ranging from 300 to 7000 metres. 

The highest portion of Sikkim is in its north-west. 
A large number of mountains having altitude about 
seven thousand metres stand here with Kanchenjunga 
(8598 m.), the third highest peak in the world. The 
high selfated, snow-capped spurs and Peaks crowned 
by Kanchenjunga look attractive consisting of 
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Kumbha Kama (7711 m), Pendem (6706 m), Nar ... 
singh (5825 m), Kabru dome (6545 m) on the left of 
Kanchenjunga and Simvo (2828 m), Tent Peak 
(7315 m), Nepal (7163 m), Pyramid (7132 m), Fluted 

Peak (6888 m) and Siniolchu (4858m) peaks on the 
right. Along the north-south Singalila range, the 

peaks from north to south are Jonsong peak (7442 m), 
Kanchenjunga, Kabru etc. The great Himalaya ill 
Sikkim runs eastwards from Kanchenjunga to Kan
chengyao (6889 m.). A number of glaciers descend 
from the eastern slopes of Kanchenjunga into Sikkim 
where snow line is found normally above 5300 mts. 

in Sikkim. The biggest of them is Zemu, from whose 
snout above Lachen monastery rises the Tista river. 
H is joined by the Lhonak river from the north. The 

river Lachung rises from Pauhunri and joins the Tista 
at Chungthang. There is a striking contrast between 
the deep gorge bottom of the Tista and the enclosing 
mountains including the Kanchenjunga group. Within 
a few kilometres of the rise of the Tista from the 
Zemu glacier snout, it drops to ] 000 metres near 
Singhik and Mangan in North District of the state. A 

number of passes lead to the Chumbi valley across the 
Dongkya range. Two important passes are Jalepla 
and Nathula (4000 m.). Tista is the main river and its 
main tributaries are Zemu, Lachung, Rangyong, Dik 
chu, Rongli, Rangpo and Rangit etc. which form the 
main channels of drainage from north to south. Relli, 
Rathang, Kalej, Rangbong etc. are the tributaries of 
Rangit river which joins Tista from north west. The 
climate of Sikkim is extremely varied, largly due to 
variations in altitude. Sikkim has a Himalayan type 
or high mountain type of climate. Altitude is the most 
important factor controlling the climate and weather 
condition in the state. Relief features such as high 
mountains act as barriers for the movements of 
monsoon winds. Low temperature, high rainfall on 
windward slopes, comparatively dry on the leeward 
side and heavy precipitation in the form of snow at the 
top of mountain are the main features of climate in 
Sikkim. Due to great variation in sharp-edged moun
tains throughout the state, there is a large variation 



in ruinfall and temperature in the state. The 

Himalayas act as a barrier to monsoon winds forcing 

them to ascend and cause orographic rainfall and 

snowfall in the state. The Himalayas also act as a 

barrier for the flow of cold winds from central Asia, 

resulting heavy snowfall on the mountain tops and 

hi,!!her elevation and a dry winter season at lower 

elevati()Jl oflhe state located at the leeward side. The 

I. The cold weather ~eason 
2. The spring weather sea~on 
3. The south-west monsoon 
4. The period of retreating monsoon 

The mean annual rainfall varies from 2000 mm. 

to 4000 mm. with intensity of rain from drizzling 
shower in lowel altitude to torrential rains in higher 
altitude. Climatic factors are entirely influenced by 

altitude in Sikkim. To have a better understanding of 

the climate with respect of landuse pattern, the 

following climatic types are distinguished :-

I. Snow peak type :--- This climate conforms 
with the altitude of 400 1m. or more above the mean 

se~Ievel. The mountain peaks are mostly covered by 

snow. Precipitation is mainly through snowfall. 

Cultivable land is not available in this climatic type. 
Vegetation is mainly herbs or medicinal herbs. 

2. Densely forested hilly type :- These climatic 
conditions are found between 270 I to 4000 m. above 

the mean sea level. The land has dense vegetation with 

tall trees and variety of rhododendron and primula 

flowers. It is mostly covered by snow during winter 
and precipitation is through snow, and heavy rainfall 

during summer. Winter is extremely cold. Potato is 

cultivated during summer months at Thangu, north 
Sikkim. The region is mostly inhabited by Bhutias 
and Sherpas. 

3. Very high hill type:- Such climatic condi

tions are associated with the height between 1701 to 

2700 m. above the mean sea level. Snowfall is com

mon during winter months i. e. December-January 
and heavy rainfall during June-July. This climate is 

suitable for seed potatQ growing. Other alternative 

crops are temperate fruit plants, cabbage, peas, 

raddish and other vegetables. Soyabean, high altitude 

maize and off-season cabbage cultivation is common. 

Temperature ranges from O°C to 15T. Lachen, 
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monsoon winds dominate thl: climate of Sikkim. 

There is a seasonal reversal of winds almost through 

out the state. The monsoon imposes a seasonal 

rhythm which is apparent in the activities of the 
people, as about 80 per cent of them depend on 
agriculture. The following four seasons are distingui

shed on the basis of the monsoon circulation over the 

state: 

December 
March 
June 
October 

Fe bruary (0° to 10°C) 
May (10° to 23°C) 

September 15°C to 30C C) 
November (100 to 23°C) 

lachung, Ravangla, Damthang, Phadamchen, Zaluk, 
Okhrey, Hilly, Bharang and Ribdi are important 
areas in this climatic type. 

4. High hill type:- The climate, in between 

1501 to 1700 m. above the mean sea level, falls under 

this category. Precipitation is mainly through rainfall. 
This is essentially a cardamom growing belt. Other 
important crops of this zones are maize, peas, wheat, 

barley, millets, vegetables-potatoes etc. Usually a dry 

weather with occasional drizzling in winter and heavy 
rainfall in summer are the characteristics of this 
climatic type. 

5. Mid hill type :- Such climate is found bet

ween 881 to 1500 m. above the mean sea level. This 
is essentially an orange belt, most suited for orange 

cultivation. Winters are cold and dry without 

any rain and summers with heavy rainfall. The other 

crops are maize, paddy, wheat, barley, buckwheat, 
cardamom, ginger, oilseeds, vegetables and pulses. 

6. Low hill type :--- The climate between 300 to 
880 m. above the mean sea level may be called low 

hill type. This climate is essentially a sub-tropical 
type and suitable for cultivation of sub-tropical 
fruits such as, banana. guava. lemon and lime. Most 
of the area is under paddy cultivation. Other impor

tant crops are maize, wheat, pulses, ginger, oilseeds 
and vegetables. The winters are dry and compara

tively warm and the summers are hot and have 
comparatively less rainfall. 

Thus the climate and the season of Sikkim are 

suitable for growing a large number of crops. Rice. 
maize, wheat are the principal crops and cardamom, 
potato, ginger and other horticultural crops are cash 

crops. Orange is al~o a commercial fruit of Sik kim 
~ . 



National,Bureau of Soil Survey and L'md Use 
Planning (I.C.A.R.) conducted soil survey and has 
established three groups as are given below. 

J. Udalfs - High base status soil of humid region. 

2. Orthents - Recently formed soil 

3. Ochrepts - Shallow black, brown and alluvial 
soils. 

The characteristics of soil of Sikkim are variable 
frem one place to another due to variation in topo
graphy. Following characteristics are found. : 

Texture-Loamy sand to silty clay loam. 

Depth--F\'om ten inches and in some places 
practically nill to several feet deep depending upon 
the weathering process it underwent. 

Soil reactioo-All acidic, about 50% having PH 
5.0 & below, about 45% having PH 5.0 to 6.0 and 
rest PH 6.0 & above_ 

Organic matter content-High, mostly between 
2 to 5% but low upto 1 and high upto 10 per cent 
are available. 

Available nitrogen-About 60 per cent low, 30 
per cent medium and 10 per cent high. 

Available phosphorous-About 30 per cent low, 
35 per cent medium and 20 per cent high. 

Available potash-About 20 per cent low, 35 per 
cent medium and 45 per cent high. 

Lime required-Mostly upto two tonnes per acre 
but varies from 0 to 16 tonnes per acre. 

Geology and soils also support, the sub-micro 
regions delineated in Sikkim. 

The structure and topography of the Sikkim state 
are not conducive to the discovery and exploration 
of minerals as the thrusts arc so complex that it is 
extremely difficult to locate rich pockets of minerals. 
Sikkim is endowed with rich geological resources. 
These have not been properly assessed. Attempts 
have been made to estimate the quality and quantity 
of the occurrence of base metals, graphite, dolomite 
and coal and success has been achieved. Base metal is 
found in Rangpo, Dikchu and Pacheykhani-Rorathang 
in East District, Jagdumb near Chakung in West 

District. Fairly large occurrence of dolomite i~ 
known in the Rangit river valley at Rishi (West 
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District) and minor occurrence of banded dolomite 
ale known near Bhajan (South District). Graphite 
is known to occur in the western parts of the state at 
Chitrey. Coal occurs in the Rangit river valley and 
Namchi area (South District) Some other minerals, 
namely, tungsten, tale magnesite and rock phosphate 
etc. have been found. 

The rural economy is mostly a mixed economy 
of agriculture and animal husbandry. The factors 
explaining the distributional patterns of rural popu
lation relate mostly to the culturable land. Agricul
ture covers only 11.2 per cent of the total area. 
However, 84 per cent of population lives in rural 
areas and is dependent on agriculture for the liveli
hood. Population is concentrated along rivers, 
(rivulets), where the small patches of culturable land 
are available. North District (except southern por
tion), some western portion of the West District and 
some eastern portion of the East District are snow 
bound areas and on account of this, these are not 
populated. Animal husbandry (cattle, buffaloes, 
sheep, goats, yaks, poultry and pigs) forms an integral 
part of the economy of Sikkim. A large percentage 

of the population is engaged in it. 

The overall d.:nsity of population for the state is 
45 persons per km2 against the all India average of 
221. The density of population is strikingly uneven. 
Density in each of four districts is low as compared 
with all India average.· However, East District and 

South District having density of 145 and 101 persons 
are comparatively more populous than the other 
two districts viz. West District and North District 
in the state as depicted on the map. These districts 
have access to plains, the better means of transport 
and consequently a number of commercial centres. 
Besides, Gangtok' the capital of the state is situated 
in the East District. The population of Gangtok iii 
36,747 which constitutes about one fourth of East 
District and one ninth of the state as a whole. The 
land in these districts is comparatively fertile with 
good climatic conditions. 

A few small scale industrial centres are also 
located in these districts. All these factors are 
responsible for higher density of population in these 
districts. North District has the density as low as 
6 whereas the West District has only 64. North 
District is the largest in area (4226 km 2) among all 



the foor districts of the state and the smallest in 
population (26,455). This is due to geographical 
conditions viz., climate, high altitude, mountains, 
glaciers, extreme cold during winter and ~v.e~ summer 
seasons, rugged topography and in,accesslblhty. 

Density within the district in sub-micro regions 
also varies, as these regions within the districts have 
been delineated.on the' basis of Physio-geographical 
factors and homogeneity. Gangtok region is thickly 
populated (296 persons per km2). The n~xt higher 
density of population is in Tista RIver Valley 
region (279) in East District. Rest of the two regi~ns 
in East District are sparsely populated. The densIty 
of Tista Upper VaHey region in North District 
has recorded as high as 101 persons per km2 while 
the test two regions in the same district have recorded 

as low as 0.09 persons per km2. Namchi-Melli Region 
and Tista-Rangit Hill Land in South District have 
density of 180 and 106 persons per km2 respec
tively. Northern portion of the South District 
and West District has significantly lower density 
but southern and eastern portion (Rangit River Valley 
1.4.1.1.) of West District has significantly higher 
density of 179 per km2• 265,301 persons which 
makes 83.85 per cent and 51,084 persons which makes 
16.15 per cent of the total population of the state live 
in rural and urban areas respectively. Maps on rural 
density and urban density (By districts) also reflect 
the agricultural, industrial and commercial develop
ment of the areas and their capacity to support the 
population. The percentage of urban population 
of the state is lower in comparison to India's urban 
population (23.31 per cent). The urban population 
is the highest 31.16 per cent) in East District and the 
lowest (2.26 per cent) in West District. The reason 
for highest percentage of urban population in East 
District is that the capital of the state and other two 
towns (Rangpo & Singtam) out of all eight towns of 
the state, are situated and due to the location of 
industrial establishment, manufacturing of implements, 
distillaries and availabilities of commercial and other 
services in Gangtok. The urban population of North 
District and South Pi strict is almost insignificant. 

In 1981 Census the sex ratio of Sikkim (835) is 
lower than the average of India (934). Sikkim has 
172,440 and 143,945 males and females respectively. 
In each district the number of females per J ,000 males 

is low. The sex ratio in rmal areas of Sikkim (864) 
is higher than that of the total as well as urban sex 
ratio of 835 and 657 respectively. The highest sex 
ratio (906) is in So:.tth District of the state which 
includes Jorethang and Namchi towns, whereas, in 

-. East District which includes Gangtok, the capital of 
state is 797 but it claims 42.8 per cent of the total 
female population of the state. North District and 
South District have sex ratio 789 and 854 respectively. 
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The scheduled cast~s and scheduled tribes in 
Sikkim are listed in the constitution (Sikkim), Sche
duled Castes and Scheduled Tribes order, 1978. It 
is noted that scheduled castes are recognised only 
among Hindus and Sikhs while the members of 
scheduled tribes may belong to any religion. Accord
ing to the 1981 Census, 18,281 persons are scheduled 
castes constituting 5·78 per cent of the total popula
tion of Sikkim. There are 78.58 per cent and 21.42 
per cent scheduled caste population in rural and 
urban areas respectively. It reveals that they are 
roa inly confined to rural areas by residence. Like 
the general population, they are unevenly distributed 
in the state. The maximum concentration of sche
duled castes is found in East District (7.02 per cent 
to total population) closely followed by South Dis
trict (5.54 per cent to total population). West 
District reveals 4.70 per cent scheduled caste popula
tion to total population. Lowest scheduled caste 
population is noticed in northern part of the state. 
There is only 800 scheduled castes in North District 
constituting 3.02 per cent to total population. 

As per the 1981 Census, 73,623 persons have 
been returned as scheduled tribes constituting 23.27 
per cent of the total population of the state. The 
proportion of scheduled tribes to total population is 
above 50 per cent (55.57 per cent) in North District. 
However highest number of scheduled tribes are in 
East District (30,540) standing at 22.01 per cent to 
total population. The population of scheduled tribes 
in South District and West District are 17.52 per
cent and 20.04 per cent to the total popUlation res
pectively. 

A person who can both read and write with 
understanding in any language is taken as literate. 
The percentages have been calculated on the total 
popUlation inclusive of the population in age group' 
0-4 as the data regarding children in afe groups. 

~ -
could not be generated. The li'eracy rates are 39.58 



per cent for the state as a whole, 35.05 per cent for 
rural and 62.55 per cent for urba,n areas. Male 

literacy however, is substantially higher i. e. 50.49 
per cent as against 26.17 per cent female literacy. 
Social constraints might have been the reasons for 
low literacy amongst the females but this social 
constraint is also changing rapidly and there is a 

definite sign of substantial effort by the females to 
become literate. East District is having the highest 
percentage of literacy i.e. 47.81 per cent. It is follo
wed by South District (37.87 per cent). Literacy 

rates are 34.94 per cent in North District and 27.58 

per cent in West District. East District has made 
sign incant improvement in rural literacy compared 
to other districts. The female literacy in the rural 

areas is conspicuously far behind the males.. In 
some areas, like West District female literacy (14.82 

per cent) is very low in comparison to urban literacy 

(43.49 per cent). 

The percentage of main and marginal workers 

to total population in the state are 46.60 per cent 
and 1.70 per cent respectively. The proportion of 
male main workers to total male population in the 
state is 56.55 per cent, male main cultivators, agrj

cultural labourers, household iudusrry workers and 
other workers to total male main workers are 50.16 

per cent, 3.4~ per cent, 1.25 per cent and 45.15 per 
cent respectively. The proportion of female main 
workers to total female popUlation in the state as a 

whole works out to 34.68 per cent. The proportion 
of female main workers working as cultivator, agri
cultural labourers, household industry and other 
workers to total female main workers is 79.52 per 

cent. 30.6 per cent, 0.74 per cent and 16.68 per cent 
respectively. The proportion of main workers 

to total population in the district is higher in West 

District (51.41 per cent) foHowed by South D' . 
(47.79 per cent). istnct 

Within the broad framework of a phys'! O-geo-
graphic regional plan for state. the framework of an 
area devetopment plan at th.e distrkt level should 
illustrate two things, one is a land use plan and other 
one is of the proposed integration of villages around 
some important settlements as the focal points. The 
regional plan takes note of the two way process in 

which the national plan ought to be formulated i.e. 
translating the national plan downwards throuoh 
different ladders of the administrative hierarchy a~d 
simultaneous aggregation upwards. With this aim 

we have delineated the sub-micro regions within the 

districts ;-

1.4.1.-Sikkim Himalaya (Division) 

District with 
Code No. 

North District 

01 

East District 
02 

South District 

03 

West District 
04 

25 

Sub-micro regions with code No. 
(foUlth tier regions) 

1.4.l.1 Tista Upper Valley 
1.4.1.2 Northern Forested Hilly 

Region 
1.4.1.3 Northern Hills and 

Ice-caps 

\ ALl Tista River VaHey 

1.4.1.2 Sumdong-Rumtek-Martam 
Forested Tract 

1.4.1.3 Gangtok Region 
1.4.1.4 Gnathang Forested Hilly 

Region 

1.4. I . I Namchi-Melli Region 
1.4.1.2 Tista-Rangit Hill Land 
1.4. 1.3 Karchi-Ralong Region 

1.4,1.1 Rangit River VaHey 

1.4.1.2 Sombarey-Gyalshing-
Yuksam Region 
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NORTH DISTRICT 

1.4.1.1 TISTA UPPER VALLEY 
14.1.2 NORTHERN FQRESTED 

HILLY REGION 

1.4.1.3 NORTHERN HILLS &. Ie E- CAPS 

E~ST DISTRlCT 

1.4 .1.1 TISTA RIVER VALLEY 

1.412 5UMD0t-4G-RUMTEK-MARTAM 

FORESTED TRACT 

1.4 .1.3 GANGTOK REGION 

1.4. 1.4 GNAT HANG FORESTED 

HILLY REGION 

SOUTH DISTRICT 

1.4.1.1 NAMCHI-MELU REGION 

1.4 .1.2 TISTA-RANGIT HILL LAND 

14.1.3 KARCH I-RALONG REGION 

WEST DISTRICT 

MA~~~OI-C-Ro-. --------------------~t!J~ .... ~ .... ~ 
SUB - MICRO 1 

Reod the sequence of regionol divi sions with reference 10 the all Indio mop codes up to 3 tier 
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Macro Relion Meso Region 

with code with code 
No. No. 

2 

1. The Northern 1.4 North-

Mountains Eastern 

Himalaya 

Micro Region Districts 

with code with code Sub-mIcro Regions with 
No. No. code No. Constituents 

3 4 5 6 

1.4. I Sikkim 01 North District 1.4.1.1 Tista Upper 44 villages and 1 town 

Himalaya Valley 

1.4.1.2 Northern Forested 

Hilly Region 

1.4.1.3 Northern Hills and 

Ice-caps 

9 villages 

1 village 

02 East District 1.4. l.1 Tista River Valley 25 villages and 2 towns 

1.4. J.2 Sumdong-Rumtek

Martam Forested Tract 

1.4.1.3 Gangtok Region 

J .4.1.4 Gnathang Forested 

Hilly Region 

4 villages 

90 villages and 1 town 

9 villages 

03 South District 1.4.1.1 Namchi-Melli Region 88 villages and 2 towns 

1.4.1. 2 Tista-Rangit Hill Land 55 villages 

1.4.1.3 Karchi-Ralong Region :2 villages 

04 West District 1.4.1.1 Rangit River Valley 112 villages and 2 towns 

1.4.1.2 Sombarey-Gyalsbing- 8 villages 

Yuksam Region 

, 
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Area in Km2 Population 1981 

Total Rural Urban Total Rural Urban 

7 8 9 10 i 1 12 

249.52 249.52 N.A. 25,206 24,426 780 

2906.61 2906.61 N.A. 1 , 146 1,146 

1069.87 1069.87 N.A. 103 103 

103.75 103.75 N.A. 28,995 22,500 6,495 

66.81 66.81 N.A. 42 42 

354.72 354.72 N.A. 105,095 68,348 36,747 

428.72 428.72 N.A. 4,630 4(630 

262.76 262.76 N.A. 47,185 41.820 5,365 

270.43 270.43 N.A. 28,676 28,676 

216.81 216.81 N.A. 115 115 

415.80 415.80 N.A. 74.538 72.841 1,697 

750.20 750.20 N.A. 654 654 

Z9 
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PART-III 
REGIONAL DIVISIONS 

OF 
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NORTH DISTRICT 

REGIONAL DIVTSIONS 

North District is a part of Sikkim Himalaya (1.4.1) 
and is divided into the following three sub-micro 
regions on the basis of geology, soils, climate, drai
nage, natural vegetation and topography :-

1.4.1.1 

1.4.1.2 

1.4.1.3 

Tista Upper Valley 

Northern Forested Hilly Region 

Northern Hills and Ice-Caps 

1.4.1.1-Tista Upper Valley: The region extends 
:; over the district in its middle southern side along the 
: Tista river which includes 44 villages and one town. 
Its area is 249.52 km2• The rural population of the 
~ion is 24,426 as against 780 in urban areas. 
Showing an average height between 600 to 1800 
metres, it is a V-shaped vaHey cut by the Tista river 
forming gorges at some places. Tt is narrower in 
the upper part and widens slightly as the river goes 
ahead. Its soil is Udalfs-Orthents type. It is 
entirely forested excepting a few cultivated patches. 
Settlements are evenly dispersed lying close to the 
river/channels. The density of the region which 
I:ornes to 101 persons per km2 is higher than the state 
average of 45. 

1.4.1.2-Northern Forested Hilly Region: It is 
bounded in the north and west by Northern Hills and 

[:lce-Caps region. in the east by China and jn the 
south by West District, South District, East District 
and Tista Upper VaHey. It has a vast expansion 

. upto the northern and eastern limit of the state. The 

. area of the region is 2906.61 km2• It shows an 

average height betwen 1800-4200 mtrs.. Forest 
cover (Alpine vegetation) is a common feature in 
most part of the region except in the north where 
high peaks, springs, lakes, cliffs etc. are much obvi
ous. Numerous streams pass through the region 
cutting their valleys very steep. The SOilS in the 
region are Uda/fs-Orthents. as well as glaciers and 
snow caps on higher altitude. It is sparsely populated 
area due t~ topographical reasons. Accessibility 
conditions are also not good. The population of the 
region as enumerated in the 1981 Census stands at 
1146 persons. The density for the region is below 
one person per km2• This is "ery much less than the 
state average density of 45 persons per km2• 

1.4.1.3-Northern Hills and Ice-Caps: The 
region spreads over the northern and western parts 
of the North District. It has an average height above 
4200 metres with a general slope to\yards the south. 
It is characterised by glacial topography showing the 
features such as glaciers, moraines. crevasses, lakes, 
ice-caps etc. Dongkya, Tjsta, Khara, Goma, Poke and 
Rukel channels find their origin in the glaciers/snow
caps jn the region. The region has high peaks, c'iffs. 
steep slopes and narrow passes and vegetation is very 
scanty (open scrubs etc.). As regards soils it is 
classified as glaciers and snow-caps type. It has 
only one village with an area of 1069.87 km2 and is 
inhabited by 103 persons. The region has a density 
of not even one peson per km2• It is not suitable 
for human habitation . 
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DATA ON REG rONAL DIVISIONS 

District Na me-- North District Censu, Lllcation C~xk No. ' () J Statc" Sild.:im 

No. tlf vill- No. of Area in I..m~ Por ulaliLlIl 

ages in each towns in 

51. Region region as each 

No. District No. evolved region Total Rural l'rball Total Rural t·rhan 

, 
3 4 5 - (, ~ 9 10 11 

North 

District 1.4.1.1 44 2~9.5 2 249.' .2 1'\.A. ~5.206 24.426 ~x [) 

:! North 

District 1.4.I.~ 9 2906.61 2906.6 I 7>.,.A. 1,146 1.141> 

3 North 

District 1.4.1.3 I069.R7 1069.lI7 N.A. 103 lin 
----
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REGION·WISE VILLAGE CODES, 1981 

District Name-North District Census Location Code No.-OI State-Sikkim 

Location Area-of 
Divisions/ Code No. Total No. of villages/Town Regional 
Number of Census Division 

Sf. No. and Name Tahsil Villages, 1981 of Tahsil In Division in km 2 Remarks 

l. 1.4.1.1 Tista Mangan 2 to 45 44+ 44 villages 249.52 Town-Mangan 
Upper Valley I Town + I Town (Class-VI), 

Population-780 

2. 1.4.1.2 Northern Mangan 1,46 to 52, 9 9 villages 2906.61 No urban 
Forested Hilly 54 centre 
Region 

3. 1.4.1.3 Northern Mangan 53 I village 1069.87 No urban 
Hills and centre 

Ice-Caps 
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EAST DISTRICT 

REGIONAL DIVISIONS 

East District is a part of Sikkim Himalaya 

(1.4.1) and is sub-divided into the following four sub

micro regions on the basis of geology, soils, climate, 
drainage, topography, natural vegetation and human 

settlements :-

1.4.1.1 - Tista River Valley 
1.4.1.2 -- Sumdong-Rumtek-Martam Forested Tract 
1.4.1.3 - Gangtok Region 
:.4.1.:1 --- Gnathang Forested Hilly Region 

1.4.1.1 - Tista River Valley: 

The region extends over the district in its western 
side along Tista river which includes 25 villages and 
two towns. The region has an average height bet
ween 600 to 1800 metres with its slope towards the 

West upto the bottom of the Tista. The soils in the 
region are Orthents-Ochrepts and Udalf~-Orthents. 

The area is rich in agricultural, f?rest. agro
based industries and mines. Sikkim Mining Corpora
tion at Rangpo has also been established. Tista River 
Valley is mostly cultivated except a few patches of 
dense mixed jungles lying close to the river. Its area 

is 103.75 km2 which is inhabited by 28,995 persons 

of which 22,500 reside in rural and 6,495 in urban 

areas. The region has a density of 279 persons per 
km2• Transport line lies beside the Tista river from 

Dikchu-Lingzey (north) to Rangpo (south) and from 
Chisopani (north-east) to Rangpo (south-west). 
1.4.1.2 - Sumdong·Rumtek-Martam Forested Tract: 

The region lies between the Gangtok region and Tista 
River Valley. It stands between the average height 
of 1800 to 3000 metres and serves as a water-divide 
among the Tista, Dikchu and Rani chu (rivers). Its 
soils are udalfs-orthents. Some important peaks/hills 
are Namphung (2652 mts.), Ragarathai (2360 mts) 
and Gangchung (2175 mts.) etc. The region is entirely 

clad with open and dense mixed jungles having almost 

no occurrence of settlements. It contains only four 

villages with an area of 66.81 km2 and is inhabited by 
42 persons. Tbere is no urban centre in this region. 

Its density is very low (0.63 persons per km 2). 

S3 

4.3.1.1. - Gangtok Region: 

The Gangtok Region spreads over the southern 
and middle parts of the district. The region contains 
90 villages and one town. It is situated between the 

heights of 600 metres (west) and J 800 metres (east) 

with gneissic rocks, sandstones and shales generating 

brown hill soils of loamy character mixed with 
pebbles. Being drained by Rani Khola and Rangpo 

elm \\ith their tributaries, it is characterised by hills. 
steep rocky slopes, cliffs, falls, significant cultivable 
patches and scattered patches of dense and open 
mixed jungles. Its area is 354.72 km2 which is 
inhabited by J ,05,095 persons of which 68,348 reside 
in rural and 36,747 in urban areas. [t has a density of 
296 persons per km2• Fertile land, improved method 
of cultivation, industrial development projects, trans

portation and good climatic conditions are the factors 
for higher density of population in this region. The 

capital of the state, Gangtok is also situated in this 
region. 

1.4.1.4 - Gnathang Forested Hilly Region: 

It spreads over the eastern parts of the district 
along the Bhutan border which includes nine villages. 
The region shows an average height between 1800 
and 4200 metres. It is formed by hard massive 
gneissic rocks and shallow black/brown alluvial and 
hilly soils. The altitude being higher towards the 
north-east, steep slopes, high peaks with eols, saddles 

and cliffs etc, are preponderant over the region. It is 

drained by the Rangpo chu, Lungze chu, Byu Chu, 
Rate chu, Dik chu etc. with significant lakes, viz., 
Okongteng, Tsomgo Namtang and Bidange-al11ying 

along the eastern margin of the region. Vegetal cover 
is getting sparse towards the east. Fairly dense mixed 

jungles with the species such as cane brakes, pine, oak 

and rhododendron are available. There is no sign of 

human habitation except Gnathang settlement and a 

few rest houses, viz., Phusum, Chhanggu and Kupup. 

The area of the region is 428.72 km2 which)s inha

bited by 4,630 persons and its density of population 
per km2 is 11. 
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DATA ON REGIONAL DIVISIONS 

District Name-East District Census Location Code No. -02 State--Sikkim 

No. of vill- No. of Area in km2 Population 

ages in each towns in -------------- ----------_._--
81. Region region as each 

No. Dist:ict No. evolved region Total Rural Urban Total Rural Vrban 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 

East 

District 1.4.1.1 25 2 ] 03. 75 103.75 N.A. 28.995 22 . 500 6,495 

2 East 

District 1.4.1.2 4 66.81 66.81 N.A. 42 42 

3 East 

District 1.4.1.3 90 1 354.72 354.72 N.A. 105,095 68,348 36,747 

4 Eas 

District 1.4.1.4 9 428.72 428.72 N.A. 4,630 4,630 
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REG roN-WISE VILLAGE CODES, 1981 

Di~(rict Name· East District Census Location Code No.~02 State-Sikkim 

Area of 

Location Code Total No. of villages/Town Regional 

SI. Division Number No. of Census ------------ Divisions 

"'IJ, & Name Tahsil villages, 1981 of Tahsil In Division in km2 Remarks 

...t.I.1 lista River Gangtok 1 to 3,12,13, 23 25 villages 103.75 Urban Centres-
\'alley 26 to 21l,39 to +2 towns +2 towns Singtam (Class-VI), 

43, 55 to 60, Population-4,043 

80 to 83, 
2 Rangpo (Class-VI), 

114, 115 
Population-2,452 

1.-:1. I.:: SUllldong- Gang!ok 116 to 1 I') 4 4 villages 66.81 No town 
Rumtek- 1\1artam 
Forested Tract 

3 1.4.1.3 Gangtllk Gangtok 4 to I 1, 1 4 to 25, 90+ 90 villages 354.72 . Town-Gangtok (Class-III), 

Region 29 to 38, 44 to town + 1 town Population-36. 747 
54,61t069,71 

to 79, 84 to 

113,127 

4 1.4.1.4 Gnathang Gangtok 70, 120 to 126, 9 9 villages 428.72 No urban centre. 
Forested Hilly Region 128 
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SOUTH DISTRICT 

REGIONAL DIVISIONS 

South District is a part of Sikkim Himalaya 
(1.4.1) and is sub-divided into the following three 
sub-micro regions on the basis of geology, soils, 
climate, drainage, natural vegetation, topography and 
human settlements:-

1.4.l.I 

1.4.1.2 

1.4.1.3 

Namchi-Melli Region 

Tista-Rangit Hill Land 

Karchi-Ralong Region 

1.4.1.1-Namcbi-MeUi Region: 

It extends over the district in its southern side 
along Tista river which includes 88 villages and two 
towns. Its area is 262.76 km2• The population of 
the region as enumerated in the 1981 Census stands at 
47,185 persons of which 41,820 reside in rural and 
5,365 in urban areas. It has soft thin slaty half
schistose rocks, shallow brown soil of recent origin 
and alluvial soil. The region lies between the average 
height of 600 to 1800 metres. Numerous channels 
originate from the heights and lastly eliminate into 
the respective main rivers. The region is having a 
better occurrence of cultivated land, though characte
rised by rugged surface, rocky slopes, cliffs and 
scattered patches of dense mixed jungles. There is 
better suitability for human habitation as shown by 
the concentration of settlements/hutments in the 
region. Jorethang town has been selected to set up 
mini industrial estate. Its density is 180 persons 
per km2• 
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1.4.1.2-Tista-Rangit Hill Land: 

The region lies between the Karchi-Ralong 
Region and the Namchi-Melli Region. The region 
shows an average height between 600 to 3000 
metres. Its soils are Orthents-Ochrepts and udalf . .,,
orthents type. Its slope is towards the east as 
well as the west. Numerous channels drain from 
the middle part towards the Tista and Rangit 
rivers. There is considerable area of cultivated 
land along both the rivers except on the ridge in 
the middle where entirely forested covers and steep 
rocky slopes are common. Settlements are sparse 
and considerably small. The region contains 55 
villages. The population of the region is 28,676 
persons and its area is 270.43 km2• Its density comes 
to 106 persons per km2• 

1.4.1.3-Karcbi-Ralong Region: 

It extends over the northern part of the district. 
The region includes on]y two villages with an area of 
216.81 km2 and is inhabited by 115 persons. The 
region shows an average height between 1800 to 
4200 metres increasing towards the north. 11 is 
almost entire]y clad with dense mixed forests. Steep 
rocky slopes and cliffs are very common being more 
ubiquitous in the north. There is considerable rou
ghness of the surface with the features such as flat

top hills, saddle, ridges etc. The region is much loss 
populous and has a density of population as one 
person per km2• 
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BOUNDARY, STATE. 

DISTRICT. 

?' RESERVED FOREST . 

VILL AGE HAVING 1000 a ABOVE POPULATION ·· 

URBAN AREA ... .. . 

RI V ER / KHOLA/CHU .. 

REGIONAL DIVISION .. 

MACRO _ ______ _ _____________ _ 

. .... .... 
,., .. ... . 

• 

I. 4. I. I 

'I' 'I' t l' 

MESO ______________ ..., _____ - _ --C:IijIiIl,~~A 

I MICRO ________________________ ..JI_ "'*' __ 

SUB-MICRO WITH BOUNDARY ______ _ _______ J..---- I 

[ Read the sequence of regional divisions w ith reference 10 Ihe all Indio 

mop codes up 10 3 tier] 





DATA ON REGIONAL DIVISIONS 

District N arne-South District Census Location Code No. -03 State-- Sikkim 

No. of viII- No. of Area in km2 Population 

ages in each towns in 

81. Region region as each 

No. District No. evolved region Total Rural Urban Total Rural Urban 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I I 

South 

District 1.4.1.1 88 2 262.76 262.76 N.A. 47. t 85 41.820 5,365 

'2 South 

District 1.4.1.2 55 270.43 270.43 N.A. 28,676 28,676 28,676 

3 South 

District 1.4.1.3 2 216.81 216.81 N.A. 115 115 
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REGION~WISE VILLAGE CODES, 1981 

District Name-South District Census Location Code No.-03 State-Sikkim 

Area of 
Location Code Total No. of villages/town Regional 

Sl. Division number No.of Census Division 
No. and Name Tahsil villages, 1981 of Tahsil In Division in Km 2 Remark<; 

1 1.4. 1.1 N amchi~ Namchi 45 to 48, 55 88 88 villages 262.76 Urban centres-
Melli Region to 69, 71 to +2 towns +2 towns 1 Namchi (Class VI), 

102, 104 to 136, population-I,444 
142 to 145 2 ]orethang (Class Y I), 

population-3,921 

2 1.4.1.2 Tista- Namchi 1 to 44. 49 to 55 55 villages 270.43 No urban centre 
Rangit 54, 70,103, 137, 
Hill Land 138, 141 

3 1.4.1.3 Karchi- Namchi 139, 140 2 2 villages 216.81 No urban centre 
Ralong Region 
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WEST DISTRICT 

REGIONAL DIVISIONS 

West District is a part of Sikkim Himalaya 
(1.4.1) and is sub-divided into the .following two sub
micro regions on the basis of geology, soil, climate, 
drainage, natural vegetation and topography: 

1.4.1.1 Rangit River Valley 

1.4.1.2 Sombarey-Gyalshing-Yuksam Region 

1.4.1.1 Rangit River Valley: 

The region spreads over the eastern and southern 
parts of the district along Rangit river. Its area is 
415.80 km2• The region contains 112 villages and 
two towns and is inhabited by 74,538 persons of 
which 72,841 reside in rural and] ,697 in urban areas. 
It has hard massive gneissic rocks and shallow black! 
brown hill soils. Rangit river valley shows an average 
height- between 600 to 1800 metres and a general 
slope towards the east and south. It is drained by 
the streams, viz., ReUi, Rathang, Rimbi, Kalej, Rishi, 
Roathok, Ramam etc. flowing parallel and culmina
ting into the Rangit. Alongwith the scattered patches 
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of forests, the region shows also cultivated land 
inviting habitants for settlement. The region has a 
density of 179 persons per km 2 that reflects its produ
ctiveness. 

1.4.1.2 Sombarey-Gyalshing-Yuksam Region: 

1t extends over the district in its northern and 
western side. With hard massive gneissic rocks and 
Orthents-Ochrepts and Uda!fv-Orthents soils, the 
region lies between the average height of umo to 
4200 metres sloping towards the south east. It is 
drained by the upper courses of the channels, viz. 
RelIi. Perk, Chokchurang. Yang sa etc. and is obviously 
characterised by steep regular slopes, flat-top hills. 
cliffs. narrow bridges etc. In the extreme north ~ome 
lakes, glaciers, moraines etc. are also visible. The 
entire region is forested except in the north. It 
includes eight villages with an area of 750.20 km:!. 
The population of the region is 654. It is almost 
uninhabited having a density of only one person 
per km . 
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RANGIT RIVER VALLEY 
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YUKSAM REGION 

. . . _.-.. _.-

VILLAGE HAVING 1000 &. ABOVE POPULATION • 
URBAN AREA .. . .. . 

RIVER / KHOLA/CHU 

REGIONAL DIVISION 

MACRO ____ _ 

. .. .. . .. -
.. . ~ 

I. 4 . I. 2 

t '" l' l' 

MESO _ __ _ ------- ---- ------ - ~~~~ 

\ . 

MICRO _ _ _ _ __ ____________ __ - -- --- -- - _..._ _ ___ _ 

SUB-MICRO WITH BOUNDARY __ ___ - - - - - - - - -'-__ _ 

[ Read the sequence of regional d ivisions w ith r e ference 10 the all Indio 

• mop c odes up to 3 tier) 





DATA ON REGIONAL DJVISIONS 

District Name-West District Census Location Code No.-04 State-Sikkim 

No. of 

villages No. of 

in each towns Area in Km2 Population 
region as in each 

SI. No. District Region No. evolved region Total Rural Urban Total Rural Urban 

:! 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

I. West District 1.4. I.l 112 2 415.80 415.80 N.A. 74,538 72,841 1,697 

2. West District 1.4.1.2 8 750.20 750.20 N.A. 654 654 
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District Name-West District 

REGION-WISE VILLAGE CODES, 1981 

Census Location Code NO.--04 

Division 
Sl. Number & 
No. Name 

1. 1.4.1.1 

Rangit River 

Valley 

2. 1.4.1.2 

Sombarey. 

Gyalshing

Yuksam-Region 

Tahsil 

Gyalshing 

Gyalshing 

Location Code No. of 
Census villages, 198 I 

I to 1 J 2 

113 to 120 

Total No. of villages/town 

of Tahsil In Division 

1 1 2 1 J 2 villages 

+::! towns +::! towns 

8 8 villages 

74 

Area of 
Regional 
Division 
in km2 

415.80 

750.20 

State-Sikkim 

Remarks 

Towns-Ci) Gyalshing 

(Class- VI), 

population-745 

(ii) Nayabazar 

(Class VI), 

population-l) 51 

No urhan centre. 
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APPENDIX 





APPENDIX 

SHOWING ADMINISTRATIVE CONSTITUENTS BY DISTRICTS WITH REFERENCE TO THE 

SUB-MICRO REGIONS IN SIKKIM AND ADJOINING STATE OF WEST BENGAL 

Macro Region 
with Code No. 

& Name 

j. The Northern 

Mountains 

Meso Region Micro Region 
with Code No. with Code No. Suh-Micro Region with 

& Name State & Name District Code No. & Name 

2 3 4 5 6 

SNOW CAPPED MOUNTAINOUS REGION 

1.4 North Eastern 

Himalayas 

Sikkim 1.4.1 Sikkim 

Himalaya 

North 

District 

1.4.1. 3 Northern Hills and 

Ice-Caps 

MOUNTAINOUS/HILLY REGION 

West 

Bengal 

Sikkim 

South 

District 

North 

District 

East 

District 

South 

District 

West 

District 

East 

District 

South 

District 

East 

District 

1.4.2 Darjiling Hima- Darjiling 

laya including 

DuaTs 

VALLEY 

1.4.1. Sikkim 

Himalaya 

North 

District 

1.4.1.1 Namchi-Melli Region 

1.4.1.2 Northern Forested 

Hilly Region 

1. 4.1.2 Sumdong--Rumtek

Martam Forested Tract 

1.4.1.2 Tista--Rangit Hill land 

] .4.1.2 Sombarey-Gyalshing· 

Yuksam Region 

1.4.1.3 Gangtok Region 

1.4.1.3 Karachi-Ralong Region 

1.4.1.4 GDatbang Forested 

Hilly Region 

1.4.2.1 Darjiling Himalaya 

1.4.1.1 Tista Upper Valley 

East 1.4.1.1 Tista River Valley 

District 

West 1.4.1.1 Ranlit River Valley 

District 
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